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To add to the growing information about the effect of multibeam echosounder (MBES)
operation on marine mammals, a study was conducted to assess the spatial foraging
effort of Cuvier’s beaked whales during two MBES surveys conducted in January of
2017 and 2019 off of San Clemente Island, California. The MBES surveys took place
on the Southern California Antisubmarine Warfare Range (SOAR), which contains an
array of 89 hydrophones covering an area of approximately 1800 km2 over which
foraging beaked whales were detected. A spatial autocorrelation analysis of foraging
effort was conducted using the Moran’s I (global) and the Getis-Ord Gi∗ (local) statistics,
to understand the animals’ spatial use of the entire SOAR, as well as smaller areas,
respectively, within the SOAR Before, During, and After the two MBES surveys. In both
years, the global Moran’s I statistic suggested significant spatial clustering of foraging
events on the SOAR during all analysis periods (Before, During, and After). In addition,
a Kruskal-Wallis (comparison) test of both years revealed that the number of foraging
events across analysis periods were similar within a given year. In 2017, the local GetisOrd Gi∗ analysis identified hot spots of foraging activity in the same general area of
the SOAR during all analysis periods. This local result, in combination with the global
and comparison results of 2017, suggest there was no obvious period-related change
detected in foraging effort associated with the 2017 MBES survey at the resolution
measurable with the hydrophone array. In 2019, the foraging hot spot area shifted
from the southernmost corner of the SOAR Before, to the center During, and was split
between the two locations After the MBES survey. Due to the pattern of period-related
spatial change identified in 2019, and the lack of change detected in 2017, it was unclear
whether the change detected in 2019 was a result of MBES activity or some other
environmental factor. Nonetheless, the results strongly suggest that the level of detected
foraging during either MBES survey did not change, and most of the foraging effort
remained in the historically well-utilized foraging locations of Cuvier’s beaked whales on
the SOAR.
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et al., 2016). In the McCarthy et al. (2011) and Manzano-Roth
et al. (2016) MFAS studies, heat maps of where the foraging
events took place Before, During, and After MFAS activity were
generated to provide insight into how the spatial use of the
hydrophone arrays changed during the analysis periods. The lack
of a more robust spatial analysis was likely the result of a clear
temporal and spatial change in beaked whale foraging effort due
to MFAS activity that did not require statistics to validate the
obvious visual response reflected in the heat maps. The temporal
analyses showed that the number of foraging events decreased
on the array During MFAS activity, while the spatial analyses
showed that most of the foraging effort shifted toward the edge
(Manzano-Roth et al., 2016) or completely off the hydrophone
array (McCarthy et al., 2011).
While it is clear that MFAS has an impact on beaked whales,
the question has arisen as to the potential impact of other
sonar signals on marine mammals, in particular, scientific
echosounders. There have been several observational studies
that suggest marine mammals react to high frequency scientific
echosounders, either ceasing echolocation transmissions
(Cholewiak et al., 2017), or increasing their heading variance
(Quick et al., 2017). In 2008, there was a stranding event of
melon-headed whales off of Madagascar that was associated
in time with an offshore deep-water multibeam echosounder
(MBES) mapping project 65 km away from the stranding site,
though it was never conclusively determined to be the cause of
the stranding (Southall et al., 2013). The increase in prevalence
of these systems due to their expanding use in scientific work,
geophysical surveys, and ocean mapping efforts has warranted
further investigation of the potential effects echosounders may
have on marine mammals.
This paper builds off of a recent study investigating the
effect of deep-water MBES (12 kHz) activity on Cuvier’s beaked
whale foraging behavior (Kates Varghese et al., 2020), of which
the analysis was modeled after similar MFAS work (McCarthy
et al., 2011). Kates Varghese et al. (2020) presented a temporal
assessment of foraging behavior Before, During, and After
two MBES surveys conducted over the Southern California
Antisubmarine Warfare Range (SOAR) hydrophone array of the
U.S. Navy Southern California Offshore Range (SCORE). The
temporal assessment of beaked whale foraging During MBES
did not show a clear change in behavior with regards to MBES
activity like that of the MFAS studies. Only one of the four
metrics (number of GVPs, number of clicks per GVP, GVP
duration, and click rate per GVP) used to assess foraging behavior
changed During MBES activity; there was an increase in the
number of GVPs per hour. A finer temporal analysis of each
survey showed that the increase in the number of GVPs occurred
during only one of the two surveys (Kates Varghese et al., 2020).
And the number of GVPs increased again after the survey was
complete, thereby providing no clear indication that the change
was associated with the anthropogenic activity like that of the
MFAS studies. Moreover, the increase in the number of GVPs
during the MBES survey was a stark contrast to the decrease in
the number of GVPs seen during the MFAS exercises.
In the MBES study, it was unclear through the temporal
analysis alone whether the increase in the number of GVPs

INTRODUCTION
It is well understood that underwater anthropogenic sound can
impact marine life (Hildebrand, 2005; Wright et al., 2007; Gomez
et al., 2016). The exact effect will vary based on a multitude
of factors (National Research Council, 2005) including but not
limited to, characteristics inherent to the animal, the specific
characteristics of the source of noise (Southall et al., 2007), the
proximity of the animal to the source (Richardson et al., 1995;
Erbe and Farmer, 2000; Falcone et al., 2017), whether the source
and/or the animal is moving, and the behavioral state of the
animal (Isojunno et al., 2016). The effect may also vary with
different species (Miller et al., 2012) and among individuals
of the same species (Sivle et al., 2015). Therefore, carefully
controlled studies are necessary (Popper et al., 2020) to build
an understanding about which species, behaviors, contexts, and
interactions are most vulnerable to negative impacts during
exposure to various anthropogenic underwater sound sources.
Significant work has focused on understanding factors that lead
to acute injury and death (Ketten, 2014; Kastelein et al., 2017),
but arguably an equally concerning effect is behavioral change to
a group or population that may ultimately lead to injury, death, or
population decline (Johnson, 2012). This would include potential
changes to important behaviors for an animal’s livelihood such
as foraging (Croll et al., 2006; McCarthy et al., 2011; ManzanoRoth et al., 2016), mating (Blom et al., 2019), and migrating
(Malme et al., 1984).
Much of the work addressing the effect of anthropogenic
noises on marine life has focused on marine mammals, for
which the research has been heavily motivated by the protection
of marine mammals under the Marine Mammal Protection
Act (Marine Mammal Commission, 2015). One of the most
vulnerable groups of marine mammals to anthropogenic noise
appears to be beaked whales, as evidenced by the numerous
strandings often linked to naval training exercises (Frantzis,
1998; Evans and England, 2001; D’Amico and Pittenger, 2009;
Fernandez et al., 2012). As a result, there have been several studies
investigating beaked whale foraging behavior during exposure to
mid-frequency active sonar (MFAS) used during naval training
exercises (McCarthy et al., 2011; Tyack et al., 2011; DeRuiter
et al., 2013; Manzano-Roth et al., 2016; Falcone et al., 2017;
DiMarzio et al., 2019). Several of these studies capitalized on the
use of expansive hydrophone arrays found on United States Navy
training ranges that are capable of receiving the echolocation
clicks of foraging beaked whales (Jarvis et al., 2014). A Group
Vocal Period (GVP), which represents a group of beaked whales
foraging together in time and space, is a set of species-specific
echolocation click trains associated to a central hydrophone of the
foraging event (McCarthy et al., 2011). The GVP has been used as
a proxy to assess foraging behavior across different time periods
related to MFAS activity (McCarthy et al., 2011; Manzano-Roth
et al., 2016; DiMarzio et al., 2019).
The spatial extent of the U.S. Navy hydrophone arrays extends
over a couple thousand square-kilometer area. The MFAS and
beaked whale foraging studies utilizing these arrays has included
a temporal analysis (DiMarzio et al., 2019) in addition to a spatial
analysis in some cases (McCarthy et al., 2011; Manzano-Roth
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during one of the two MBES survey periods was associated
with the MBES activity. In order to provide a more complete
picture of the potential effect of deep-water MBES as a sound
source on beaked whale foraging behavior, a spatial analysis of
beaked whale foraging behavior was conducted herein for the
same two MBES surveys as the Kates Varghese et al. (2020).
In the MFAS studies, spatial distribution maps of foraging
events were used and provided another perspective on the
effect that MFAS had on beaked whale foraging behavior.
Not only did many of the animals decrease vocalizations but
they visibly changed where they were predominantly foraging
(McCarthy et al., 2011; Manzano-Roth et al., 2016), and
sometimes left the U.S. Navy range where the MFAS was
actively transmitting (Tyack et al., 2011), clearly indicating a
response to the MFAS activity. Here a robust spatial analysis,
beyond spatial distribution maps, was conducted to provide
greater insight and to complement the temporal results in
a comprehensive understanding of the potential impact of
MBES on beaked whale foraging. In particular, the GlobalLocal-Comparison Approach (GLC) method described in Kates
Varghese et al. (in review) was used, which was developed to
robustly assess spatial marine mammal behavior across largescale hydrophone arrays using spatial statistics and analysis
of variance tests.

FIGURE 1 | Bathymetry of the SOAR with overlaid 89 hydrophone (red circles)
sensors in the array. Depth scale is in meters. Reproduced from Kates
Varghese et al. (2020) with the permission of the Acoustical Society of
America.

TABLE 1 | MBES signal attributes and the estimated value for the 2017 and
2019 MBES surveys.
MBES signal attribute

Estimated value

Source Level (SPLrms)

239–242 dB re 1 µPa m

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Center Frequency of Transmission

11–13.25 kHz

Transmission length

on the order of 100 ms

This work utilized data from 89 hydrophones from the SOAR
hydrophone array. The bottom-mounted hydrophones placed
two to six km apart are found at depths ranging from 840 to
1750 m over an area of approximately 1800 km2 off of San
Clemente Island, California. The SOAR is shallowest along San
Clemente Island in the southeast region, near which a shallow
canyon is found before dropping off to 1500 m or greater over
most of the rest of the range (Figure 1). The omnidirectional
hydrophones were sampled at 96 kHz, and had a receiver
bandwidth between 50 Hz and 48 kHz (DiMarzio and Jarvis,
2016). Due to their high site fidelity at the SOAR (Falcone
et al., 2017), Cuvier’s beaked whales and echolocation clicks from
these animals, transmitted during foraging events, are routinely
detected on the SOAR hydrophones.
As a follow-on to earlier work assessing the effect of MBES
activity on the temporal aspects of Cuvier’s beaked whale foraging
behavior (Kates Varghese et al., 2020), the same detection and
data processing schemes used in that study were used here.
Echolocation clicks from several marine mammal species at
the SOAR were detected using a class-specific support vector
machine. Those that were classified as Cuvier’s beaked whale
foraging clicks were formed into click trains on a per hydrophone
basis. Then a MATLAB-based autogrouper program used a set
of rules based on the time and location of the click trains to
form the GVPs (DiMarzio et al., 2018; Moretti, 2019). A GVP
may be detected on multiple hydrophones, but the hydrophone
that records the highest click density is defined as the center
hydrophone of the event. The center hydrophone was used as
the location of a GVP in this study. The maximum detection

Time between pulses

6–7 s

Beam width (−3dB relative to reported
source level) and geometry

1◦ along-track by ∼150◦ across-track;
directed vertically toward seafloor
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range of Blainville’s beaked whale clicks was measured at 6.5 km
at a U.S. Navy range in the Bahamas by cross-correlating
the pattern of clicks identified on a DTAG, produced by
the tagged animal, against the click patterns on surrounding
bottom-mounted range hydrophones (Ward et al., 2008). These
animals have a similar click source level and dive behavior
to Cuvier’s beaked whales (Johnson et al., 2004; Tyack et al.,
2006). Previous studies at the SOAR have used an estimated
horizontal detection distance of 6.3 km in defining a spatial
range for Cuvier’s beaked whale clicks detected from a single
group (Kates Varghese et al., 2020). This detection range was
assumed to be true for this study as well. The number of
GVPs, per hydrophone, was used as a proxy to assess spatial
foraging effort. For complete details on the detection and
processing of GVPs see DiMarzio et al. (2018) and for its
application to this work see the Materials and Methods section
of Kates Varghese et al. (2020).
The method and data of this research study provide the
opportunity to assess the change in overall spatial foraging
behavior amongst Cuvier’s beaked whales on the SOAR, i.e.,
the “foraging effort.” This broad-stroke term is used because
it emphasizes that this approach is agnostic to group size and
composition, as both attributes can be ephemeral, in addition
to other unknown factors such as foraging rates. Past studies of
Cuvier’s beaked whales have shown that this species is known
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FIGURE 2 | Track lines from the 2017 (left) and 2019 (right) MBES surveys.1 (Reproduced from Kates Varghese et al. (2020) with the permission of the Acoustical
Society of America).

to forage in small groups that can vary in composition (Moulins
et al., 2007) and change in size (McSweeney et al., 2007). Animals
may leave one foraging group and begin foraging with another.
A group of animals may leave an area, while another group
arrives, and numerous groups could be foraging simultaneously
in a particular location (Falcone et al., 2009). Frequently at SOAR
it appears that multiple small groups are foraging in the same
general area, ensonifying some common hydrophone. Therefore
it is important to note that a GVP represents a single detected
period of a group of beaked whales foraging, but a GVP is not
tied to a specific group of animals. The formation of GVPs is an
automated process based on a fixed set of rules, but the group of
individuals it represents may differ. Thus this is not an assessment
of specific individuals or the behavior of a specific group, rather
overall group-level foraging effort.
Two MBES surveys were conducted, one in January 2017
(Mayer, 2017; Smith, 2019) and the other in January 2019
(Mayer, 2019), as part of a MBES characterization project for
the Kongsberg EM 122, a deep water MBES. Both surveys
utilized the UNOLS research vessel Sally Ride and its hullmounted EM 122 (12 kHz center frequency) operating with
typical parameters used for mapping a deep-water environment
such as the SOAR (Table 1). The survey in 2017 followed a
characteristic mowing-the-lawn pattern across the entire SOAR
(Figure 2 left), whereas the efforts of the 2019 characterization
survey required a tighter mowing-the-lawn pattern confined to
the canyon in the southeastern corner of the SOAR in addition
to a few cross-range lines (Figure 2 right). These surveys served
as an opportunity to assess the effect of MBES on the spatial
foraging effort of Cuvier’s beaked whales. Because the exact
movement of a vessel and hull-mounted MBES will vary from
survey to survey based on the needs of the operation, the
assessment of the two surveys provided a chance to observe
potential variability in beaked whale spatial foraging effort during
two separate MBES surveys.

In order to assess the effect of MBES activity on the spatial
foraging effort of Cuvier’s beaked whales, the number of GVPs
were summed by hydrophone over each analysis period: Before,
During, and After for each of the two MBES surveys. The same
analysis periods assessed in the temporal analysis (Kates Varghese
et al., 2020) were used here for consistency (Tables 2, 3 for
the 2017 and 2019 surveys, respectively). In the 2017 survey,
each analysis period was 47 h long, whereas in 2019, each
analysis period was 52 h long. These analysis periods were based
on and equivalent to the length of time that the MBES was
operating in each year.
Though it was not explicitly addressed in this study, previous
research has shown that environmental and oceanographic
conditions can affect prey availability on various spatiotemporal
scales, impacting marine predator-prey relationships (Sims et al.,
2006; Thayer and Sydeman, 2007; Embling et al., 2012; Santora
et al., 2014; Cox et al., 2018). Based on this knowledge, it was
expected that environmental conditions and prey distributions
that could drive the beaked whales’ spatial use of the SOAR
would vary on a timescale of less than two years (the
time between the two surveys). Thus each survey year was
assessed individually.
The GLC approach (Kates Varghese et al., in review), a
spatial assessment for analyzing marine mammal behavior on
large hydrophone arrays, was used here. This method included
two statistical spatial analyses: a global and local approach, as
well as comparison analysis of variance tests and visualization
tools for interpreting the statistical results. The global analysis
used the Moran’s I statistic (Moran, 1948) to provide a coarse
assessment of the type of spatial distribution, i.e., clustered,
random, or dispersed, of the foraging events over the SOAR as
a whole. The local approach used the Getis-Ord Gi∗ statistic
(Getis and Ord, 1992), a local indicator of spatial association
(Anselin, 1995), which identifies where relative hot and cold
spots of foraging activity occurred on a per hydrophone
basis. The comparison analysis used the Kruskal-Wallis test
(Kruskal and Wallis, 1952) to identify order-of-magnitude
differences in the number of GVPs per hydrophone among
analysis periods.

1 A video recreating the GVP detections and MBES survey track-lines in
approximately ten minute intervals on the SOAR hydrophone array is provided
for both the 2017 and 2019 data sets in the Supplementary Materials.
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interior hydrophone could have is eight, whereas edge and corner
hydrophones will have fewer.
The Moran’s I statistic for each analysis period was converted
to a z-score. To aid in the interpretation of the global results,
p-values were computed for each z-score. The smaller the
p-value, the greater the discrepancy between the observed data
and the null hypothesis being tested (Tanha et al., 2017). The
null hypothesis for the Moran’s I analysis was that the spatial
distribution of GVPs under consideration, for any of the analysis
periods, was no different from random (I = 0). Alternatively,
it was hypothesized that the spatial distribution was clustered
(I = +1) during each analysis period, Before, During, and After,
since beaked whales are known to primarily forage in the deepest
part of the SOAR (Falcone et al., 2009; Schorr et al., 2014;
DiMarzio et al., 2019; Southall et al., 2019). The Moran’s I statistic,
along with the p-value, was used to make a statement about
whether the GVPs were clustered or not.

TABLE 2 | Analysis period times and details of the 2017 data set.
Analysis
period

Date time

Details

Before

1/2/17 08:15–1/4/17 07:15

47 h period ending 25 h before
MBES activity started on the array

During

1/5/17 08:15–1/7/17 07:15

47 h, MBES activity on the array

After

1/8/17 08:15–1/10/17 07:15

47 h period starting 25 h after MBES
activity ended on the array

TABLE 3 | Analysis period times and details of the 2019 data set.
Analysis
Period

Date Time

Details

Before

1/1/19 12:00–1/3/19 16:00

52 h period ending 20 h before
MBES activity started on the array

During

1/4/19 12:00–1/6/19 16:00

52 h, MBES activity on the array

After

1/7/19 12:00–1/9/19 16:00

52 h period starting 20 h after MBES
activity ended on the array

Local Analysis
If global spatial correlation – clustering or dispersion – was
detected, the Getis-Ord Gi∗ (Gi∗ ) local statistic was also
computed. The Gi∗ statistic was found for each hydrophone using
the formula:
rP
P
P

Global Analysis
In order to assess the spatial distribution of the foraging events
over the entire SOAR, the global statistic, Moran’s I, was used.
Moran’s I measures the overall spatial autocorrelation of a data
set, producing a value between (−1, 1). A value of negative
one corresponds to perfect dispersion (Figure 3 left), a value
of positive one corresponds to perfect clustering of like values
(Figure 3 right), and zero represents no autocorrelation, or a
perfectly random distribution (Figure 3 middle).
Moran’s I is given by the formula:
P P
N i j wi,j (xi − x)(xj − x)
I=
P
2
W
i (xi − x)
P P
where W = ni=1 nj=1 wi,j with wi,j being the weighting

n
wi,j xj −X
r j=1
P
P

G∗i =

S
Pn

n

n
j=1 wi,j
n w2 −( n w )2
j=1 i,j
j=1 i,j
(n−1)

, where S =

n
2
j=1 xj

n

2

− (X) and

j=1 xj

and the remaining variables were the same as
X= n
described for the Moran’s I statistic. This statistic was used
to understand where, i.e., on which specific hydrophones, the
spatial correlation (relative hot or cold spots) occurred within the
SOAR. For example, to be a relative hot spot, a hydrophone must
be surrounded by other hydrophones that also exhibit a high
number of GVPs and vice-versa for a relative cold spot. What
constitutes a high or low number of GVPs will change depending
on the specific set of data, their distribution and variance, which
are all considered in the Gi∗ calculation.
P-values associated with each Gi∗ statistic, which is itself a
z-score, were computed to help understand how the observed
Gi∗ results differed from the null hypothesis. The null hypothesis
was that GVPs were randomly distributed and thus that there
were no relative hot or cold spots of foraging activity. A small
p-value indicated a greater discrepancy from this null hypothesis
suggesting a spatial anomaly – i.e., an area of congregation or
absence. Since there are 89 hydrophones on the SOAR, alternative
hypotheses were not made about individual hydrophones.

between the ith and jth hydrophone and w represents the neighbor
weighting matrix of i rows and j columns. xi refers to the ith
hydrophone value, in this case the number of GVP of the ith
hydrophone and x is the mean number of GVPs over all of
the hydrophones. A queen’s contiguity neighbor weighting rule
was used here as was recommended for similar data in Kates
Varghese et al. (in review). The queen criterion defines neighbors
as spatial units that share a boundary with the hydrophone of
interest (i.e., all hydrophones immediately horizontal, vertical,
or diagonal). Thus, the maximum number of neighbors an

FIGURE 3 | From Kates Varghese et al. (in review). Spatial configurations that would result in ideal Moran’s I values: left – perfect dispersion, Moran’s I value = −1;
middle – perfect randomness, Moran’s I value = 0; right – perfect clustering, Moran’s I value = +1.
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designation and interpretation of hot and cold spots in the Gi∗
results, p-values equal to or less than 0.1, or equal to and more
than 0.9 were mapped along-side the Gi∗ results (Figure 4,
column 3). Hydrophones with p-values of 0.1 or less provided the
strongest evidence of hot spots on the Gi∗ plot, while a p-value of
0.9 or more provided the strongest evidence of a cold spot on the
Gi∗ plot. Exact Gi∗ and p-values for all hydrophones are provided
in the data section of this publication. Ultimately, a critical alpha
level of 0.05 was used to guide the final interpretation of the Gi∗
results. Because of the two-tailed nature of this analysis (hot and
cold spots), the authors focused on areas with p-values less than
or equal to 0.025 (hot) or greater than or equal to 0.975 (cold) in
the descriptive interpretation of the Gi∗ results that follows.
In each analysis period, there was a clustering (i.e., a group
of several adjacent hydrophones) of hot spots in the northwest
corner of the SOAR (Figure 4, column 3), overlapping the
deeper waters of the SOAR (Figure 1). This result matched
expectations since this area has historically been noted as
favorable foraging grounds for these animals due to the deepwater conditions (Falcone et al., 2009; Schorr et al., 2014),
providing ideal habitat for the squid that Cuvier’s beaked whales
prey upon (Santos et al., 2001). The exact cluster of hot spot
hydrophones shifted slightly between analysis periods. However,
based on the recommendation of Kates Varghese et al. (in review)
in the development of the GLC approach, the general area of
hot/cold spot clusters should be compared rather than employing
a precise comparison of individual hydrophones. Since many of
the hydrophones in the hot spot cluster were the same across
analysis periods and remained in the same general area in the
deepest part of the SOAR, this result suggested no obvious change
occurred in spatial foraging effort in the 2017 study.
With respect to where there were very few GVPs, there was
one cold spot hydrophone in the central-western part of the
SOAR in the Before period and a small cluster of hydrophones
signifying cold spots in the southeast corner of the SOAR During
and After. Overall the southeastern corner – the relatively shallow
and historically least-used area (Falcone et al., 2009; Schorr et al.,
2014) – was not a high-use area for foraging beaked whales
(Figure 4, column 1). Thus, the Gi∗ analysis further suggested
no obvious spatial change occurred in beaked whale foraging
effort among analysis periods in 2017 at a local level. This
finding was supported by the difference plots for which the spatial
distribution of hydrophones that exhibited no change, increase,
or decrease in the number of GVPs appeared random (Figure 5).
Not only was there no overall change in the spatial location of
relative hot/cold spots among analysis periods, but the KruskalWallis comparison test revealed that the total number of GVPs
per hydrophone among the three analysis periods were similar
[H (2) = 1.24, p = 0.5369].
Overall the GLC spatial analysis of the 2017 study showed a
consistent pattern, both globally and locally, in spatial clustering
of GVPs and a similar number of GVPs for non-MBES and MBES
analysis periods.

However, it was hypothesized that the northwest part of the
SOAR, which has the deepest depths, and where the animals are
historically known to forage (Falcone et al., 2009; Schorr et al.,
2014; DiMarzio et al., 2019; Southall et al., 2019), would be an area
of high foraging activity (i.e., hot spots), while the shallow area in
the southeast along San Clemente Island would have low foraging
activity (i.e., cold spots). It was hypothesized that the relative hot
and cold spots, with respect to foraging, would remain in these
respective areas throughout the three analysis periods, which
would indicate the spatial distribution of GVPs did not change
during MBES activity.

Comparison Analysis
Although the spatial statistics provided insight into spatial
changes on the SOAR, they did not provide information about
differences in scale, i.e., the average number of GVPs per
hydrophone occurring on the SOAR in the various analysis
periods. In addition to, or in the absence of a spatial change,
understanding potential order-of-magnitude differences in the
number of GVPs detected provided further information about
the extent of change. Following the GLC approach from Kates
Varghese et al. (in review) for similar data, the Kruskal-Wallis
test was used to compare the magnitude of observations among
different analysis periods. For both years of study, the null
hypothesis was that there was no difference in the number of
GVPs per hydrophone on the SOAR among the analysis periods.
Difference plots of the hydrophone array were also generated to
show spatially what the relative change (e.g., increase, decrease,
or no change) was in the number of GVPs between consecutive
analysis periods.
The GLC approach is further developed and described in more
detail in Kates Varghese et al. (in review).

RESULTS
2017
Of the 47 h analyzed for each of the three analysis periods in 2017,
there were 127 GVPs detected across the 89 hydrophones Before,
135 During, and 148 After. The results of the global analysis are
provided in Table 4. For all analysis periods of 2017, the Moran’s
I value suggested strong spatial clustering of GVPs on the SOAR.
The total number of GVPs detected and the respective Gi∗
z-score for each hydrophone was calculated and is shown in
the map presented in the first and second columns, respectively,
of Figure 4 for each analysis period of 2017. To aid in the

TABLE 4 | Global analysis results by analysis period for 2017, including Moran’s I
value (I), the z-score (zI ), and the associated p-value.
Analysis period

Moran’s I (I)

z-score (zI )

p-value

Conclusion
Clustered

Before

0.2472

4.6851

<0.001

During

0.2108

4.0260

<0.001

After

0.3706

6.9217

<0.001

2019
Fifty-two hours of hydrophone data were analyzed for each of
the three analysis periods in 2019. There were 60 GVPs detected

A positive I indicates a clustered distribution, a negative I represents a dispersed
distribution, and the p-value associated with each.
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FIGURE 4 | Results of the 2017 Gi* analysis for local hot/cold spots. Column 1: visual depiction of the number of GVPs by hydrophone; column 2: visual depiction of
the Gi* z-values by hydrophone; column 3: visual depiction of the p-values associated with the Gi* results by hydrophone. p < 0.025 were considered relative hot
spots, whereas p > 0.975 were considered relative cold spots. Each row represents a different analysis period: top-Before; middle-During; bottom-After.

FIGURE 5 | Difference plots showing the direction of change in the number of GVPs per hydrophone from one period to the next of the 2017 survey. Left: difference
plot showing change from Before to During; Right: difference plot showing change from During to After.

hydrophone in Figure 6, columns 1–3, respectively. Exact Gi∗
and p-values for all hydrophones are provided in the data section
of this publication. A similar interpretation of Figure 6 was
conducted as described for the interpretation of the 2017 local
results. There were no obvious cold spots identified in the 2019
analysis periods, suggesting widespread use of the SOAR by

Before, 93 During, and 77 After. The global analysis results are
provided in Table 5. For each of the three analysis periods
the Moran’s I value strongly suggested GVPs were spatially
clustered on the SOAR.
The total number of GVPs detected, the Gi∗ z-score,
and associated p-values were calculated and are shown by
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Overall the GLC spatial analysis of the 2019 study showed
foraging effort was consistently clustered, and the overall
magnitude of foraging effort was similar throughout the 2019
analysis periods. But, the location of the foraging hot spot cluster
changed through time.

TABLE 5 | Global analysis results by analysis period for 2019, including Moran’s I
value (I), the z-score (zI ), and the associated p-value.
Analysis period

Moran’s I (I)

z-score (zI )

p-value

Conclusion
Clustered

Before

0.1105

2.2082

0.0139

During

0.2078

3.9711

<0.001

After

0.1265

2.4991

0.0064

DISCUSSION

A positive I indicates a clustered distribution, a negative I represents a dispersed
distribution, and the p-value associated with each.

The global analysis revealed that GVPs on the SOAR were
notably clustered spatially in all analysis periods in both 2017 and
2019. In addition, the comparison tests for both years revealed
that the overall number of GVPs detected per hydrophone was
equivalent among analysis periods within each year. These results
suggest that no obvious range-wide change in foraging effort
occurred during MBES activity. The local results for the two
surveys were not the same. In 2017, foraging hot and cold spots
were, respectively, identified in the same general area of the
SOAR during all three analysis periods. In 2019, foraging hot
spots were identified in each analysis period, but the location
shifted through time. Like the temporal analysis of foraging
behavior during the two MBES surveys (Kates Varghese et al.,
2020), the difference in local spatial results between the two
years brings in to question whether the MBES activity (i.e.,
different spatial usage of the SOAR) could have contributed to
the differences identified, or if the differences were related to
variability in some other factor, such as prey distribution during
the two years of study.

foraging beaked whales in 2019 (Figure 6). There were distinct
hot spot clusters identified in each analysis period. In the Before
period the hot spot cluster was in the southwestern corner of
the SOAR, During MBES activity the hot spot cluster was in
the center, and After MBES activity there were several hot spot
hydrophones in the center and a cluster of hot spot hydrophones
in the southwestern corner of the SOAR (Figure 6). These results
suggested that local spatial foraging effort did change during the
2019 study, a finding that was supported by a distinguishable
spatial pattern visible in the 2019 difference plots (Figure 7). That
is, there was a cluster of hydrophones in the center of the SOAR
that all recorded an increase in GVPs from Before to During
(Figure 7 left), while from During to After (Figure 7 right) there
was a cluster of hydrophones in the center that all decreased in
the number of GVPs.
The Kruskal-Wallis comparison test showed that the number
of GVPs per hydrophone were similar between the three analysis
periods [H (2) = 3.95, p = 0.1387].

FIGURE 6 | Results of the 2019 Gi* analysis for local hot/cold spots. Column 1: visual depiction of the number of GVPs by hydrophone; column 2: visual depiction of
the Gi* z-values by hydrophone; column 3: visual depiction of the p-values associated with the Gi* results by hydrophone. p < 0.025 were considered relative hot
spots, whereas p > 0.975 were considered relative cold spots. Each row represents a different analysis period: top-Before; middle-During; bottom-After.
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FIGURE 7 | Difference plots showing the direction of change in the number of GVPs per hydrophone from one period to the next of the 2019 survey. Left: difference
plot showing change from Before to During; Right: difference plot showing change from During to After.

cluster in the southwestern corner and potentially another hot
spot cluster in the center of the SOAR. In general, the hot spot
clusters had minimal overlap across abutting analysis periods,
suggesting there was a change in foraging effort at the local level.
But the pattern of two potential hot spot clusters identified in the
After period was perplexing. Specifically, the potential cluster in
the center of the array After was not as obvious as other clusters,
raising the question of whether the center of the SOAR was in fact
a highly used area by the animals during this period. Whether it
was or not would provide information that could help in ruling
out certain potential drivers of the 2019 result.
Referring to the spatial distribution of the 2019 raw data,
z-scores, and difference plots provided further insight in
interpreting the local result. The spatial distribution of high
versus low GVP values After appeared random in the center area,
suggesting it was only a few hydrophones where many GVPs
occurred and not the entire area. In addition, the z-scores of
hydrophones in the center in the After period were lower in
comparison to all of the other hot spot clusters from any of the
2019 analysis periods – i.e., the center area hydrophones of the
After period had a z-score value of mostly twos, while all other
hot spots had z-scores of mostly threes or fours. This suggests
that although there were a high number of GVPs in the center, it
was not the most highly used area relative to the rest of the SOAR.
In fact, the southwestern corner had higher z-score values during
the same period. In examining the difference plots, none of the
center hot spot hydrophones increased in the number of GVPs
from During to After, and most of the GVP values on surrounding
hydrophones in the center either decreased or stayed the same,
whereas those in the southwestern corner had an increase in
GVPs detected. Again, this result suggests that the center was not
as active as the southwestern corner of the SOAR After the survey.
Together, these results best support the interpretation that the
center area was no longer as favored by the animals for foraging
as it was in the During period.

The results of the 2017 local analysis identified relative hot
and cold spots in the same general area of the SOAR, but
during each period on a slightly different set of hydrophones
in the array. There are likely multiple interacting reasons for
the slight difference in cluster locations. Firstly, even if the
animals tend to forage in the same area throughout time,
it is within reason to expect some amount of variation due
to the natural variability in behavior (e.g., the animals are
mobile, peaks and lulls in foraging are observed even in the
absence of anthropogenic activity) (Schorr et al., 2014; Falcone
et al., 2017), and because a cluster likely represents numerous
groups foraging, each with their own movements over the wider
area. Additionally, there may have been small changes in the
distribution of prey, due to varying environmental conditions,
which could have affected exact foraging locations. Lastly, the
Gi∗ statistic, the statistic used in the local analysis, is a function
not only of the number of GVPs at a specific hydrophone,
but of its neighboring hydrophones as well. This can lead to
a slightly different spatial z-score pattern, despite a generally
very similar spatial data set. For this reason Kates Varghese
et al. (in review) recommended that it is most appropriate to
interpret change in spatial behavior using the GLC approach
more holistically than on a single hydrophone basis to account
for some of the sensitivity in the Gi∗ statistic. Most of the GVPs
occurred in the northwest and north-central parts of the array
and were lacking in the southeast. Since many of the hot spot
hydrophones overlapped from one period to the next, there was
no indication from this analysis that the area used for foraging
had changed in an obvious way that would suggest the 2017
MBES survey had an effect.
The interpretation of the local analysis result for 2019 was less
clear. Before the MBES survey, a distinct cluster of foraging hot
spots was identified in the southwestern corner of the SOAR,
During the survey a distinct cluster of foraging hot spots was
identified in the center, and After there was a distinct hot spot
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negative response to MFAS activity was concluded, the number of
GVPs of Blainville’s beaked whales was reduced and the majority
of foraging shifted to the edge or off the range during MFAS
activity. In the case of the acoustic pingers (10–12 kHz), bycatch
of several beaked whale species was reduced to zero after the
implementation of the pingers on gillnets in the California drift
gill net fishery (Carretta et al., 2008). Neither of these were similar
to the result seen here.
Alternatively, a shift in foraging effort location could also be
due to attraction of the whales to the anthropogenic activity.
During the first 24 h of the 2019 MBES survey (i.e., roughly
half of the During period) the MBES survey was confined
to the southeast corner of the SOAR (see Figure 2 and the
supplementary results of Kates Varghese et al. (2020) for a
detailed description of the MBES surveys). Therefore, one might
expect if the whales were attracted to the MBES sound that they
might move to the southeast corner. Yet, this was not where
the foraging hot spots were found. The remainder of the During
period involved lines that ran across the center of the SOAR in
a “mowing-the-lawn” pattern. Given that the MFAS study results
(McCarthy et al., 2011; Manzano-Roth et al., 2016) are viewed
as an avoidance response, where many of the animals moved
to the edge or off the range, one might view a shift in foraging
effort to the center of the SOAR during anthropogenic activity
as movement toward, or an attraction to, the activity. In this
case it is worth considering the sound propagation of the deepwater MBES on the SOAR. MBES transmit sound toward the
seafloor in a beam that is narrow along-track (1◦ ) and broad
(∼150◦ ) across-track (Lurton, 2016; Kates Varghese et al., 2019a).
As a result, most of the energy is directed toward the seafloor
directly below the vessel as lines are run over the survey area,
reducing the acoustic footprint relative to an omni-directional
or horizontally transmitting source (Lurton and DeRuiter, 2011;
Lurton, 2016). A preliminary examination of some of the acoustic
data from the hydrophone array from the 2017 survey revealed
that the signal from the MBES was only detectable above the noise
floor when the vessel was within 10–15 kilometers, or roughly
2–3 hydrophones, from a given hydrophone (Mayer, 2019; Kates
Varghese et al., 2019b). The acoustic data from the array was not
available for the 2019 survey as of the writing of this paper, but it is
reasonable to expect that the sound propagation during the 2019
survey was similar to the 2017 survey since the survey utilized
the same vessel, MBES, and was conducted in a similar sea state
(Mayer, 2019). Since the MBES was not stationary during the
survey, a distance of 10–15 km or less between the vessel and a
group of foraging whales was likely only met a small portion of
the time. Based on this, one might expect that if the whales heard
and were attracted to the MBES that the spatial pattern of their
foraging would more closely follow the track lines. This would
likely lead to the detection of a more random spatial pattern in
the local results than the clustering in the center seen here. Thus
it does not seem probable that an attraction to the sound was
the cause of the spatial change. However, a full analysis of the
soundscape with respect to the distribution of GVPs would be
needed to rule this out completely.
Another explanation for a shift in foraging location is due to
a change in prey distribution, since foraging behavior in beaked

If the spatial change was due to the MBES survey, one would
expect a more discrete difference between each set of analysis
periods, and thus a clear change back to the southwestern corner
After. For example, in the McCarthy et al. (2011) in which the
analysis periods abutted temporally, there was a distinct spatial
change between the Before, During, and After analysis periods.
In a finer temporal analysis of the spatial data, the researchers
found that the animals returned to their normal spatial use of the
range after 35 h. In the study herein, there were 20 h between each
set of analysis periods in 2019, and each analysis period lasted
52 h. If the MBES was the cause of spatial change, assuming a
similar response time as in the MFAS study, the temporal spacing
in this study (i.e., time between analysis periods plus the duration
of an analysis period) should have been more than adequate
to capture distinct differences in foraging effort location. If the
spatial change was due to a factor that was primarily a function
of time rather than related to the MBES survey, one might
expect a more gradual spatial change across all three analysis
periods. But what occurred was a distinct change in foraging
effort (i.e., relative hot spots) location from Before to During and
a spatial pattern suggestive of a gradual change from During to
After, a response somewhere in between the two scenarios that
were expected. Thus, it is not readily obvious what the cause
of the shift was.
There is no standard definition of what constitutes a
meaningful shift in habitat use, especially in the context of
response to anthropogenic activity or some other external factor.
A meaningful shift in habitat use depends on a number of factors
including the behavioral or ecological context for which the shift
occurs, the species, suitable habitat connectivity, among many
other factors. In the case where a group of animals is negatively
affected by a disturbance, there may exist circumstances where
either no suitable alternative habitat exists for the animals to
move to, or the animals endure the disturbing activity despite
potential and realized biological consequences (Claridge, 2013;
Moretti, 2019). In addition the degree to which an easily
observable response, such as behavior change, correlates with a
meaningful effect, such as biological or physiological change, is
not often known (Beale, 2007). Our ability to understand the
degree to which a measured behavioral response is indicative
of something meaningful requires comprehensive integration
of the information available regarding the factors under which
the behavioral change took place, as well as consideration of
other known analogs. With this in mind, potential explanations
for the observed shift in spatial use of the SOAR by beaked
whales were explored.
Since the 12 kHz MBES sound is within the hearing range
of beaked whales (Cook et al., 2006; Pacini et al., 2011), one
explanation for a shift in foraging location is that the whales
were disturbed by the anthropogenic activity on the SOAR, e.g.,
vessel presence, vessel noise, or MBES activity. In the case of
a disturbance, movement would be expected away from the
disturbing activity. This was the case with beaked whales in
response to other sources within their hearing range, such as
MFAS (McCarthy et al., 2011; Manzano-Roth et al., 2016) and
acoustic pingers (Carretta et al., 2008). In both the McCarthy
et al. (2011) and Manzano-Roth et al. (2016) studies, where a clear
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characteristics (i.e., number of clicks, click rate) of the GVP,
this might suggest there was a change in the quality of the prey
field with respect to foraging. In the absence of prey distribution
data for this study, these results suggest that the spatial change
identified may not be associated with a high energetic cost to the
animals. Future studies assessing MBES impact should integrate
prey field assessments to verify this. This is extremely important
in being able to assess the biological and ecological relevance of a
change in behavior.
The spatial change in the 2019 study and absence of change
in 2017 raises the question, why was there a difference between
the two years? Both surveys were conducted in January, removing
potential seasonal differences in beaked whale ecology that might
affect behavior. The surveys were also conducted using the same
vessel and 12 kHz MBES, and occurred for similar lengths of time
(47 h in 2017 versus 52 h in 2019). The only known difference
between the two surveys were the line plans. The 2017 survey was
conducted in a mowing-the-lawn pattern across the full length
of the array, whereas the 2019 survey used a tighter mowingthe-lawn pattern confined to the southeast corner of the SOAR
before conducting a few full-length passes across the middle of
the SOAR. As discussed previously, the spatial change found in
the 2019 study does not appear to be driven by MBES activity,
so it would seem unlikely that the different line plans were the
reason for the inter-annual differences. However, without further
evaluation of some or all of the hypotheses posed here, this
hypothesis should not be disregarded. It should be noted though
that while the “mowing the lawn” survey conducted in 2017 is
representative of a typical MBES mapping survey, the localized
MBES survey in 2019 was conducted particularly to assess the
beam pattern of the MBES system and is not at all representative
of the use of MBES in deep-water ocean mapping work.
It is worth drawing attention to the spatial distribution
of GVPs in the non-MBES periods before the surveys were
conducted. These were also dissimilar between the two years. In
2017, there was relatively minimal GVP activity in the southeast
portion of the SOAR, whereas in 2019 there was more widespread
use of the entire SOAR. These patterns were seen throughout
each respective year, suggesting that there was simply variation
in the use of the SOAR by the animals from one year to
the next. If the spatial distribution Before MBES activity was
different between the two years, one cannot therefore assume
that the difference between the two years was related to the
anthropogenic activity or differences related to the operation of
the MBES. Again, since prey distribution heavily dictates where
these animals forage, there were very likely differences between
prey patches in the two years that led to differences in use of
the range both during and outside of periods of anthropogenic
activity. Though, this may not be the only possible explanation
for differences in spatial use of the SOAR between the two years.
Finally, it is important to keep in mind that the spatial statistics
used here can only detect patterns at the resolution of the
hydrophone array. Any potential changes in the spatial use of
the array that happened on a scale finer than the hydrophone
spacing of two to six kilometers were not detected. Spatial
change in foraging behavior may occur on a different spatial
resolution than was measured here and may have a different

whales is heavily driven by prey dynamics (Benoit-Bird et al.,
2016, 2020; Southall et al., 2019). The anthropogenic activity
could have disturbed or attracted the prey, leading to a change
in their distribution (Fewtrell and McCauley, 2012), followed by
a change in where the whales foraged. Beaked whales primarily
forage on deep-water squid (Santos et al., 2001) and some fish,
both of which are thought to primarily detect low-frequency
(<1 kHz) acoustic signals (in addition to particle motion)
(Mooney et al., 2010; Popper and Hawkins, 2018). Thus it seems
unlikely that such prey species would respond to the 12 kHz
MBES signal. It is possible that the prey could detect and respond
to vessel noise, which is lower in frequency (<1 kHz). Prey
distribution and patchiness can also vary naturally due to normal
prey movement over time and/or in response to spatially variable
and temporally changing environmental conditions (Benoit-Bird
et al., 2013, 2020). In fact, recent work has shown that within
the SOAR, prey fields are heterogeneous over small distances
(Southall et al., 2019). It is also possible that a specific prey patch
was depleted by foraging whales, resulting in their movement
to another prey patch elsewhere on the SOAR. Backscatter
data from sonar systems can be used to identify squid and
other prey items in the water column (Moline and Benoit-Bird,
2016; Southall et al., 2019), and be used to explore these prey
distribution hypotheses. However, the signal needed to achieve an
adequate estimate of biological organisms at the depths relevant
to beaked whale foraging is not feasible from a traditional hullmounted MBES (Moline and Benoit-Bird, 2016), like the one
used in this study. Given the results of this study and the
hypotheses explored here, the most probable explanation of the
2019 result is linked to the strong relationship between foraging
behavior and prey field dynamics. Without complementary prey
field information this cannot be concluded with certainty.
Although there was a change in the spatial use of the array
in 2019 and the cause remains unclear there are a few key
observations to take away from the 2019 survey. First, the most
highly utilized location by the foraging animals (i.e., relative
foraging hot spot) remained in the deeper area of the SOAR
during all analysis periods. Despite the deeper waters being
identified in past studies as the area where these animals forage
(Falcone et al., 2009; Schorr et al., 2014), there may still be
negative implications for a shift within this area (i.e., from the
southwest to the center). Southall et al. (2019) found that even
within small areas of the SOAR (the west versus the east for
example) prey density can be quite different, which can have
huge repercussions on the energetic costliness of an induced
spatial change from favorable to unfavorable foraging grounds
(Moretti, 2019). However, the number of GVPs detected during
the MBES survey period was no different than the non-survey
periods. Assuming there was no change in the number of animals
foraging, this would suggest that there was not an overall change
in foraging effort. Furthermore, the fine-scale temporal analysis
of the 2019 survey showed no difference in two other GVP
characteristics (i.e., number of clicks per GVP, and click rate
per GVP) during the MBES survey versus non-MBES periods
(Kates Varghese et al., 2020). These results further suggest that
there was little change in how the animals were foraging. If there
were obvious differences in the number of GVPs and intrinsic
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consequence on foraging animals. Animal tagging studies and
those that focus on individual behavior provide a necessary
understanding of finer-scale changes in behavior and potential
impacts of anthropogenic noises and should be undertaken with
respect to MBES impact where possible in the future.

available with this manuscript. The raw data may be available
on a case-by-case basis. Requests to access the datasets should be
directed to ND, nancy.dimarzio@navy.mil.
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